
 
 

 

NEW ICONIC DESIGNS  

WILL BE REVEALED… 
 

Press release, September 2016 

 

 
 

We are pleased to welcome you to the presentation of our latest novelties and existing design icons at the 

Maison & Objet furniture fair in Paris. 

 

Our designs will be shown in an atmosphere with inspiration from West Hollywood all the way to the Far East. 

The booth is built with geometric abstraction and freestanding screens, structured with thin, tall windows as 

reference to the architecture of the Schindler House (1921) landmark in Los Angeles. Together with oriental 

fabrics in soft tones, the space creates a frame for contrasts to flourish. Warm colour schemes of sweet pink 

and beige with touches of black chrome, brass, marble, coloured glass and wood add up the ambience of this 

autumn’s presentation of the GUBI universe. 

 

At Maison & Objet, we are thrilled to present for the very first time the Beetle Sofa together with three new 

Beetle Stools by GamFratesi. The Modern Line Collection (1949) by Greta M. Grossman is expanded with 

a Chaise Longue, a Daybed and two Pouffes and the Stay Sofa by Space Copenhagen is introduced with a new 

depth and cushions. Finally, we have expanded our own design with a GUBI Pouf and a GUBI Mirror. We 

look very much forward to see you!  



 

BEETLE SOFA 
By GamFratesi 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Continuing the success of the Beetle Collection, GUBI expands the chair series with a Beetle Sofa. This light 

and inviting 2-seater sofa partners well with both contemporary design and classic interiors. 

 

Taking its inspiration from the Beetle Lounge Chair, the elongated Beetle Sofa has a rounded, protective outer 

shell combined with a soft inside – just like a Beetle. The 2-seater Beetle Sofa plays with the contrast between 

the enveloping outer shell and a soft, inviting interior which encourage to be seated. The characteristic look is 

enhanced by the delicate, slightly conical legs, in either black, brass or black-chrome, giving its light 

expression. 

 

The inspiration of the Beetle Collection was found in the insect world as GamFratesi has been looking closely 

at the anatomy, aesthetics and movement of a beetle. The design of the collection reinterprets the characteristic 

elements of the beetles’ sections: shape, shells, sutures, rigid outside and soft inside. The result is a collection 

that cunningly interprets the shell of this four-legged creature. The comfortable yet dynamic design makes this 

collection suitable for multiple environments whether it is in the home or the workplace.  

 

Available in shops: Spring 2017 

Dimensions (cm): L: 140, D: 79, H: 76 

Colour: Legs in black, brass or black chrome. Available in a wide range of leathers and fabrics. Here shown 

in Backhausen Pfauenauge M829A03, piping Luce G06617 

Price: TBD 

 

High res images: gubi.filecamp.com 

 

 



 

BEETLE STOOL 
by GamFratesi 

 

 

New design in three different heights – the Beetle 

gets a new look and function! 

 

The characteristic upholstered Beetle Chair and 

Bar Chair gets a new, lighter appearance without a 

backrest. Taking its inspiration from a beetle, the 

new Beetle Stool has a protectively encompassing 

outer shell that is combined with a rounded and 

soft interior, providing the ultimate comfort while 

giving the right support. The new Beetle Stool is 

available in dining, counter and bar heights to be 

used in smaller spaces like kitchens and 

restaurants. 

 

The inspiration of the Beetle Collection was found 

in the insect world as GamFratesi has been looking 

closely at the anatomy, aesthetics and movement 

of a beetle. The design of the collection 

reinterprets the characteristic elements of the 

beetles’ sections: shape, shells, sutures, rigid 

outside and soft inside. The result is a collection 

that cunningly interprets the shell of this four-

legged creature. The comfortable yet dynamic 

design makes this collection suitable for multiple 

environments whether it is in the home or the 

workplace.  

 

Available in shops: Spring 2017 

Dimensions (cm): H: 45, W: 41, D: 33 // H: 65, W: 41, D: 33 // H: 75, W: 41, D: 33 

Colour: Legs in black, brass and black chrome. Available in a wide range of leather and fabrics. Here shown 

in Cuoium Nubuk 2104, piping same as shell. 

Price: TBD  

 

High res images: gubi.filecamp.com 

 

 



 

MODERN LINE 

CHAISE LONGUE, DAYBED & POUFFE 
by Greta M. Grossman 

 

 

GUBI is expanding the Modern Line Collection with 

a chaise longue, a daybed and two pouffes. The 

novelties share the same, understated elegance and 

sense of lightness, which will bring life and character 

to any interior space. 

 

The iconic Modern Line was in 1949 designed by the 

legendary Greta M. Grossman with strong references 

to her Swedish roots. Designed as one of the first 

products after emigrated, together with her husband, 

to Los Angeles, the Modern Line was praised in 

particular for being representative of her background 

in Scandinavian design. As a personal favourite, the 

Modern Line was chosen to be part of the furnishing 

to decorate the living room in Grossman’s own home 

– the Grossman House in Beverly Hills, California.  

 

The Modern Line Chaise Longue, Daybed and Pouffe 

are an evolution of the original Modern Line Sofa 

design. Taking the low back and seat as inspiration, 

there is now a new, elongated chaise longue and 

daybed as well as a complementary pouffe to be used 

as a footstool or an extra seat - where all stay true to 

Grossman’s design and vision. 

 

The minimalistic and clean lines make Modern Line 

one of Grossman’s most graceful creations. Her 

timeless sofa collection has a sleek, feminine and light 

expression that is supported with elegant slender legs, 

which is a true signature for Greta M. Grossman's 

designs. 

 

Available in shops: November, 2016. Daybed TBD 

Dimensions (cm): Chaise Longue L: 138, W: 75, H: 80 // Daybed L:138, W: 200, H: 80 // Pouffe Ø: 38, H: 

45 // Pouffe Ø: 80, H: 45.  

Colour: Legs in brass or black. Available in a wide range of fabrics and leather. The Chaise Longue is here 

shown in Velluto di Cotone G075/130 anthracite grey, brass legs 

Price: Chaise Longue from EUR 2.099 // Daybed TBD // Pouffe Ø38 from EUR 779 // Pouffe Ø80 from EUR 

1.129 

 

High res images: gubi.filecamp.com 

 



STAY SOFA 
by Space Copenhagen 

 

 

 

The Stay Collection is growing with a new deeper Stay 

Sofa and cushions, perfectly suited for the homely living 

room where you want to “stay” seated. 

 

The Stay Collection made its first appearance at Maison 

& Objet, Paris, exactly one year ago and since then it has 

been received with success and included in many 

prominent projects as 11 Howard Hotel in New York and 

the restaurant Lou Lou in Copenhagen. 

 

This new, deeper Stay Sofa, with decorative cushions, is 

perfectly suited for the private home. With its soft shape 

and gentle lines, it expresses the ultimate homely feeling, 

where you want to “stay” seated. This statement furniture 

unifies luxury with comfort. 

 

Stay here, stay with me, stay relaxed, stay and read... The 

Stay Collection has a sculptural and organic shape that, 

besides from giving a contemporary look, also embraces 

the user and encourages to stay seated. The characteristic 

shape is almost like a singular continuous pencil stroke 

wrapping a solid texture. The collection is suitable for 

both public spaces and private homes as its small size fits 

very well to populate spaces of limited size where keeping 

cosiness and comfort are essential. 

 

 

 

Available in shops: Mid-March, 2017 

Dimensions (cm): L: 220, D: 110, H: 78. Recommended with 3 cushions // L: 260, D: 110, H: 78. 

Recommended with 4 cushions. 

Colour: Available in a wide range of fabrics. Here the Stay Sofa D: 70 is shown in Dedar Belsuede 003 

Price: L220 from EUR 5.069 // L260 from EUR 6.939 
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GUBI POUFFE 
by GUBI 

 

 

 

The unique GUBI Pouffe echoes the aesthetics of the 

Art Deco period with a modern twist. Characterised by 

its luxurious fringes and simple expression it suits well 

into any contemporary home where an extra seat is 

needed. 

 

The GUBI Pouffe is a collection of unique pouffes in 

two sizes that celebrates great functionality with 

comfort. It is designed by GUBI to be used as informal 

seating where an extra seat is needed, perfectly suited 

for both the private living room and for lounge areas. 

With references to the early 20th century, the GUBI 

Pouffe is characterised by its fringes, providing its 

lightness and timeless aesthetics, and the interaction of 

different materials.   

 

Available in shops: TBD 

Dimensions (cm): Ø: 38, H: 41 // Ø: 105, H: 41 

Colour: Available in a wide range of fabrics. Fringes 

in golden beige. GUBI Pouffe Ø38 is here shown in 

Velluto di Cotone Chianti G046/16 

Price: Ø38 from EUR 669 // Ø105 from EUR 1.669 
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GUBI MIRROR 
by GUBI 

 

 

 

Designed by GUBI, the GUBI Mirror adds a 

strong statement to any setting. With its 

substantial size, it encircles its surrounding in a 

unique way. 

 

Not only to give the room additional depth, light 

and a feel of an extra dimension, the GUBI Mirror 

also unifies the interior setting. With its 

substantial size, the GUBI Mirror becomes a 

fundamental element to the decoration and comes 

to its right when it is allowed to dominate the wall. 

At the same time, the rounded shape, with an 

elegant brass edge, softens and give warmth to the 

atmosphere.  

 

Available in shops: November, 2016 

Dimensions (cm): Ø 110 

Colour: Polished brass finish 

Price: EUR 1.299 
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Contact for more information 

 

Louise Hedenmark 

PR & Social Media Manager 

lhe@gubi.com 

T +45 3337 7913 

 

For high-res images go to GUBI Library gubi.filecamp.com (login is stated on the site) 
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